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Client Background

Our client is an onshore and offshore landlord –  a company managing real estate assets to 
provide third party wind farm companies with land for rent.

Business Challenge

Our customer’s main challenge was to predict and control revenue streams based on 
different fee schemas that companies had agreed with different third parties.

The business faced issues due to internal organizational changes, and the company 
was forced to immediately remediate the existing reporting system deficiencies while 
integrating it with other internal revenue tracking and predicting tools.

Current systems did not possess extensive and detailed business and technical 
requirement documentation. It was not an issue until the company faced some 
organizational changes and needed to rebuild and adjust its platforms and systems.

With little documentation on business logic and technical requirements, SoftServe faced 
some additional challenges while gathering information as the SME had recently retired.
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Project Description

After assessing exting systems and their dependencies, SoftServe discovered that the 
existing solution had some constraints:

• It was not modularized, thus difficult to maintain and improve
• It contained bugs and architectural issues that slowed down the work and impacted 

overall estimations and progress
• The solution lacked both technical and business documentations, making it more 

difficult to gather, analyze, and validate information
• Due to complexity of our client’s payment model and variety of third party vendors and 

external actors, the project required a full analysis of customers’ business processes life 
cycles. 

SoftServe, together with our customer, implemented Version 3 of a budgeting tool that 
gathers information from multiple MS Excel sheets.

The scope of Version 3 was:

• Connecting Version 2 with a database and setting up data integration
• Setting up new business rules and adjusting existing reporting systems - 

ProjectGeneration and ProjectRevenue
• Re-designing and optimizing several reports and dashboards

Value Delivered

The VBA-based solution integrates with external data providers and supports functionality 
to plan and control our client’s budget based on user preferences.

Key benefits delivered from this solution include:

•  Major performance improvements
•  Recommendations on business process improvements
•  Integration of new business rules with other existing systems
•  Fixed existing bugs



ABOUT US
SoftServe is a digital authority that advises and provides at the 
cutting-edge of technology. We reveal, transform, accelerate, and 
optimize the way enterprises and software companies do business. 
With expertise across healthcare, retail, media, financial services, 
software, and more, we implement end-to-end solutions to deliver 
the innovation, quality, and speed that our clients’ users expect.

SoftServe delivers open innovation—from generating compelling 
new ideas, to developing and implementing transformational 
products and services.

Our work and client experience are built on a foundation of 
empathetic, human-focused design that ensures continuity from 
concept to release.

We empower enterprises and software companies to (re)identify 
differentiation, accelerate solution development, and vigorously 
compete in today’s digital economy—No matter where you are in 
your journey. 

Visit our website, blog, Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn pages.
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